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1. Consider the dynamic programming problem considered in lecture. This problem asks you to 
solve a specific case numerically. (I leave everything about the programming to you. As always, 
you’re welcome to work with others. But any programming must be done collectively, not by 
delegation or division of labor. Please submit a printout of your code with your problem set. If you 
use MATLAB, Nick might look at your code and provide feedback if you go astray. If you use 
other software, he definitely won’t be able to.) 
 Concretely, assume: utility is logarithmic, 1 + r = 1, β = 0.9, and Y is distributed uniformly 
on [0,200]. The household cannot borrow (thus it faces the constraint at ≥ 0 for all t). 
 Your job is to find the value function numerically by “value function iteration.” That is, 
define V0(x) = 0 for all x. Now compute Vn+1(x) = max{c} u(c) + βE[Vn(x)] iteratively starting with 
n = 0. The value function satisfies V(x) = max{c} u(c) + βE[V(x)]. 
 
 a. As a preliminary, explain why V1(x) = ln x. 
 
 Literally doing what’s described above isn’t possible: the distribution of Y is continuous, 
V(x) is defined on [0,∞), and no finite number of iterations will get you to a fixed point. So, what 
you actually need to do is approximate the value function by “discretizing” the problem. Choose 
an N, and define e = 100/N. Now, assume that Y can take on only the values e, 3e, 5e, …, 200-e, 
each with probability 1/N. Likewise, assume that c can only take on the values e, 3e, 5e, …, and 
find the Vn(x)’s only for x equal to e, 3e, 5e, …, up to some upper bound B that you choose (and 
assume that Vn(x) = Vn(B) for x > B). Finally, only do some finite number of iterations. 
 
 b. Comment briefly on the process of solving the problem numerically. For example, 
explain why you choose the values of N, B, and the number of iterations that you did. Did you 
encounter anything unexpected? Etc.  
 
 c. Plot or sketch the resulting V(•). 
 
 d. Using the value function that you’ve found, find c(•), and plot or sketch that. 
 
 e. Discuss the main features of V(•) and/or c(•).  
 
 Don’t discard your code – there may be more next week! 
 
 
2. Romer, Problem 8.5. 
 



3. Consider a consumer maximizing U(C1) + U(C2), with U'(•) > 0, U''•) < 0, and U'''(•) > 0, who 
can save or borrow at a real interest rate of zero. Then, letting E[•] denote expectations conditional 
on period-1 information, if the consumer is optimizing: 

A. E[C2] < C1 and E[U'(C2)] < U'(C1).  
B. E[C2] < C1 and E[U'(C2)] = U'(C1).  
C. E[C2] < C1 and E[U'(C2)] > U'(C1).  
D. E[C2] = C1 and E[U'(C2)] < U'(C1).  
E. E[C2] = C1 and E[U'(C2)] = U'(C1).  
F. E[C2] = C1 and E[U'(C2)] > U'(C1).  
G. E[C2] > C1 and E[U'(C2)] < U'(C1).  
H. E[C2] > C1 and E[U'(C2)] = U'(C1).  
I. E[C2] > C1 and E[U'(C2)] > U'(C1).  
J. Because the consumer can borrow at a zero interest rate, he or she will make C1 and C2 

arbitrarily large. 
 
4. An individual lives for 3 periods. In period 1, his or her objective function is U(C1) + βU(C2) + 
γU(C3). In period 2, his or her objective function is U(C2) + δU(C3). The individual’s preferences 
are not time consistent if: 

A. δ ≠ β.  
B. δ ≠ γ. 
C. δ ≠ β/γ. 

 D. δ ≠ γ/β. 
 
 
EXTRA PROBLEMS (NOT TO BE HANDED IN/ANSWERS WILL GENERALLY NOT BE PROVIDED) 
 
5. (The risk-free rate puzzle.) There is considerable evidence that individuals are quite impatient 
and quite risk averse. In light of this, consider the standard Euler equation relating consumption in 
periods t and t+1 under certainty: U'(Ct) = [(1 + r)/(1 + ρ)]U'(Ct+1). Suppose that ρ is 5 percent, the 
coefficient of relative risk aversion is 4, and that the growth rate of consumption is 1.5 percent. 
What must r be for consumers to be satisfying their Euler equation?  
 
6. Romer, Problem 8.8. 
 
7. Romer, Problem 8.9. 
 
7. Romer, Problem 8.14. 
 
8. Romer, Problem 8.15. 
  


